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Please identify below whether you are responding: 
		As an individual		On behalf of an organisation













A. ACCESS TO INFORMATION (POST-COMMENCEMENT ADOPTIONS) REGULATIONSQuestion 1 Information to be kept about a person's adoption (draft regulation 3(3). 





















Question 2 – Preservation of section 56 information










Question 3 – Transfer of section 56 information  




















Question 4 – Impact on adoption agencies















Question 5 – Overall Detail

(a) Overall, is the level of detail provided by this set of regulations and accompanying guidance:


		Too much		Too little		About right





Question 6 – Overall view of the guidance

Overall, in assisting you in interpreting the requirements set out in the Act and the draft regulations, do you find the guidance:











B. ACCESS TO INFORMATION (PRE-COMMENCEMENT ADOPTIONS) REGULATIONSQuestion 7 – Consent of subject to disclosure

(a) Draft regulation 5 prohibits a registered Adoption Support Agency from disclosing any identifying information about the subject of an application without having first obtained his informed consent.. Where consent cannot be obtained because the subject has died or cannot be traced, is this requirement:


		Too restrictive		About right		No view





Question 8 – Fees

(a) Draft regulation 14 provides registered ASAs with the discretion to charge a fee to any person in connection with the provision of counselling services. Where counselling is provided to the subject of an application, who should bear the cost?


		The subject		The applicant		No view

		Cost shared between subject and applicant





Question 9 – No wish for contact or an approach from a registered Adoption Support Agency

(a) The 2002 Act recognises that not everybody wishes to be traced or reunited with a birth relative. Some people will have no wish even to be approached by an Adoption Support Agency. Therefore, section 80 of the Act extends the Adoption Contact Register so that a person can formally register their wish for no contact with a specified person. It is also proposed in the guidance that where an adopted person (or their adoptive parents) knows the adoption agency that was involved in the adoption, they will be able to register their wish not to approached by an ASA or the adoption agency. Where the notification or entry is from the adopted person, should the guidance say that on obtaining this information from the adoption agency or from the Registrar General (the entry on the Contact Register) the ASA should:  


		Inform the applicant of this and stop all further work on the application; or

		Inform the applicant and carefully consider the case before deciding whether 
	or not to proceed with the application; or

		Take other steps in such cases. If so, please suggest what these might be.


(b) Where the notification of no wish for contact is from the adoptive parents, should the guidance say:


		Inform the applicant and carefully consider the merits of the case before 
	deciding whether or not to proceed with the application; or







Question 10 – Phased implementation of the provisions in the Access to Information (Pre-Commencement Adoptions) Regulations

To help registered ASAs, adoption agencies and the Registrar General to manage the new demand for services under section 98 of the 2002 Act, it is proposed to implement the scheme in two phases. The first phase would apply to all adoptions made prior to 12 November 1975, and the second phase to all adoptions made between 13 November 1975 and full commencement of the 2002 Act. When should the second phase be introduced?


		After one year		After eighteen months		After two years







Question 11– Overall Detail

(a) Overall is the level of detail provided by the regulations and guidance:


		Too much		About right		Too little





C. THE ADOPTED CHILDREN AND ADOPTION CONTACT REGISTERS REGULATIONS 2004Question 12 – Manner of application for a registrable foreign adoption to be registered in the Adopted Children Register (Regulation 7)










Question 13 – Applications for certificates from the Adopted Children Register (Regulation 11)










Question 14 – Notification of fact of death on the Adoption Contact Register















Question 15 – Future of the Adoption Contact Register










Question 16 – Overall Detail

(a) Overall, is the level of detail provided by the RG's regulations and guidance:


		Too much		About right		Too little





D. PARTIAL REGULATORY IMPACT ASSESSMENT (RIA)Question 17 – Impact of the Regulations

do you agree with the assessment made on the likely impact of the regulations?









Question 18 – Benefits

is the assessment of the benefits of the regulations:








Question 19 General Comments






Thank you for taking the time to let us have your views. We do not intend to acknowledge individual responses unless you tick the box below.
Please acknowledge this reply		








Code of Practice on Consultation

All UK national public consultations are required to conform to the following standards:

1.	Consult widely throughout the process, allowing a minimum of 12 weeks for written consultation at least once during the development of the policy.
	
2.	Be clear about what your proposals are, who may be affected, what questions are being asked and the timescale for responses.
	
3.	Ensure that your consultation is clear, concise and widely accessible.
	
4.	Give feedback regarding the responses received and how the consultation process influenced the policy.
	
5.	Monitor your department’s effectiveness at consultation, including through the use of a designated consultation co-ordinator.
	
6.	Ensure your consultation follows better regulation best practice, including carrying out a Regulatory Impact Assessment if appropriate.
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